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This was my main question before purchasing. Included in this book : seating arrangement ideas.
Substitute teacher information. Student roster. Birthdays. Weekly schedule. Monthly planners. Class
Records. Lesson Plans. Grading Chart. I didn't actually need most of that, I was looking more for a
weekly calendar.Student Roster - Has a spot for student name, parent name, address, phone.
birthday, sibling and notes. Handy!Birthdays - Two pages for birthdays listed by monthWeekly
Schedule - One page that has columns: Time, Monday, Tuesday....etcMonthly Planner - Fill in
calendars for months (small boxes) two per page.Class Records - Several pages for tracking
assignments and attendance. Not sure I need this but who knows. Takes up a huge amount of the
book.Lesson Plans - Columns. One for Notes, then Monday Tuesday etc... only thing I don't like is
that it's one big section to write in, it's not partitioned off by subject or anything. The lines to write on
are the elementary school style lines (two bold lines and dotted lines in the middle)Grading Chart Last page is some sort of grading chart.Overall, it's not bad. The fonts are cute and there are

boarders on each page that match the cover. Only main drawback is the large open space to write
in for each day instead of partitioned off sections which I prefer.

Not exactly what I was looking for, but it will work. I would have liked to be able to look inside before
purchasing

I bought this elsewhere but it's going to be a great planner for me as a secondary teacher. I was
about to get a regular planner for twice the cost and it didn't have any of the extra resources this
planner has.It has an area to keep track of student birthdays (This is something I've had trouble
remembering to do with 80+ students).It has a separate calendar section which is perfect for writing
down vacation days, morning duty days, or a quick road-map for your lessons. (I noticed this was
missing in many other planners I looked at)It has tons of grade keeping pages (about 29 sets of 10
weeks of grades+ some extra on the sides) As a secondary teacher with 3 periods this is enough to
mark general items for the classes, overall grades, test grades, HW grades, and still have some
extra.The lesson planning section has plenty of room and the two page spread is laid out nicely to
give enough room to plan each day, and a section to make extra notes if necessary. It had enough
extra pages so there is some wiggle room in your planning.It has a cute grey design on the inside
which I personally like because it's not too busy. I created my own tabs inside to use for the
gradebook and the lesson planning by cutting off one side of the grey border to make it so the tabs
dont stick out. (Just an idea if you find yourself wanting to section it out!)Overall best planner I could
find and I'm so excited to use it this school year.

Just what I wanted!!! It has plenty of room for lesson plans and for keeping class records. I'm old
school. Even though my school has an online gradebook, I like to keep a hard copy as well. This
allows me to do that. And it's really cute, too!

Good book. I don't like the format of the lesson plan section, there isn't musch space for writing on
attendance sheets, and I don't use half of the pages in the book.Its good for quick notes and there is
space for brainstorming lessons.

This book is wonderful! It has a spot for seating chart, for homework/assignment grades, 40 weeks
of lesson plans, children's birthdays, parent contact info, and information for a sub. It is well thought
out and the best purchase I made this year as a teacher.

The book is adorable...really stands out among all the boring green ones and I love that the shading
inside is grey instead of green. Only complaint is that I could've used another 1/4" - 1/2" in the
column where students' names are recorded. There are a few sheets in the front that I won't use but
that's okay. Overall I am very pleased with this product!

Really excited to receive my new lesson plan book! I had to make some changes, because we use
homeschool and I didn't want to put different subjects on each page, but overall really happy!
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